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Abstract

Secretory leukoprotease inhibitor (SLPI), a 12-kD nonglycosy-
lated serine antiprotease with a high capacity for inhibiting
neutrophil elastase (NE), is produced by cells of mucosal sur-
faces including the human lung. The molar concentrations of
SLPI in total respiratory tract epithelial lining fluid (ELF)
were 56±10% that of al-antitrypsin, suggesting SLPI may be
more important for the anti-NE protection of the pulmonary
epithelial surface than previously thought. However, evalua-
tion demonstrated that SLPI in respiratory ELF was only one-
third functional. Studies aerosolizing recombinant SLPI
(rSLPI) to sheep demonstrated that in the short term, neither
aerosolization and alveolar deposition nor the lavage procedure
inactivated the SLPI molecule. In vitro studies with rSLPI dem-
onstrated that exposure to oxidants did not modify the form of
the molecule, while exposure to oxidants and NE caused the
molecule to be cleaved from 12 to 8 kD. Consistent with this,
evaluation of SLPI in lavage fluid of individuals with cystic
fibrosis (a condition with oxidants and NEon the respiratory
epithelium) showed that the SLPI was degraded. However,
evaluation of SLPI in normal ELF by molecular sieve analysis
and Western analysis demonstrated an intact 12-kD molecule,
suggesting that the partial inactivation of SLPI in normals in
vivo is not because it is complexed to NEor exposed to oxidants
+ NE. Together, these observations demonstrate that SLPI is
present in large amounts in respiratory ELF, but since the ma-
jority of the SLPI is inactive, it likely does not play a significant
role in protecting the normal respiratory epithelium, except
perhaps in the upper airways where the levels of SLPI are the
highest. (J. Clin. Invest. 1991. 87:482-488.) Key words: al-
antitrypsin - antiprotease - bronchoalveolar lavage

Introduction

Secretory leukoprotease inhibitor (SLPI),' a 12-kD nonglyco-
sylated, single chain, 107 residue serine antiprotease, is pro-
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duced by cells of mucosal surfaces and found in the corre-
sponding epithelial lining fluids (1-5). SLPI inhibits several
serine proteases, but with an association rate constant for neu-
trophil elastase (NE) of -10M-Ws"O, its most likely principal
physiologic function is to provide protection of local epithelial
surfaces against NE(6). In the human lung, SLPI is observed in
serous cells of submucosal tracheal and bronchial glands and in
non-ciliated cells of the bronchial and bronchiolar epithelium,
suggesting the major role of SLPI is to provide anti-NE protec-
tion for the tracheobronchial tree (7-9).

Although SLPI is clearly present on the respiratory epithe-
lial surface (10-13), its form and function in lung epithelial
lining fluid (ELF) is not well understood, nor is it clear whether
it plays a role in the anti-NE protective screen of the pulmo-
nary epithelium of normal individuals. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate the amount and function of SLPI in lung
ELF of healthy nonsmokers. To do so, we have capitalized on
the ability to produce pure, functional SLPI by recombinant
methods, permitting the development of assays that accurately
quantify the amount and function of SLPI. Interestingly, the
data demonstrate that while SLPI is present in significant
amounts in normal respiratory ELF, the majority of the SLPI
molecules in ELF are inactive.

Methods

Study population. The study population included 17 normal, nonsmok-
ing individuals (9 female, 8 male, age 37±3 yr) (All data are presented
as mean±standard error of the mean; all statistical comparisons were
made using the two-tailed Student's t test). All had normal lung func-
tion, chest radiographs, and no history of lung disease. Bronchoalveo-
lar lavage demonstrated cell differentials typical for normal nonsmok-
ers, including: alveolar macrophages 81±3%, lymphocytes 17±3%, neu-
trophils 1.8±0.4%, and eosinophils < 1%. As a control to determine the
status of SLPI in vivo in circumstances where there is a massive burden
of neutrophil elastase and oxidants on the pulmonary epithelial sur-
face, two individuals with cystic fibrosis (2 males, 20 and 27 yr) were
evaluated. Both had severe lung involvement (forced expiratory vol-
ume in 1 s, 59 and 36% predicted, respectively). The cell differential in
the bronchoalveolar lavage of these individuals showed a marked in-
crease in the number of neutrophils (75 and 66%).

Epithelial lining fluid. Routine bronchoalveolar lavage was per-
formed in 11 of the normals and in both individuals with cystic fibrosis
by instilling five aliquots of 20 ml each of sterile 0.9% NaCl in three
different lobes and pooling all of the recovered fluid. Sequential bron-
choalveolar lavage in normal individuals was performed by the infu-
sion of a 20-ml aliquot of normal saline followed by its immediate
aspiration before instillation of any further fluid. This procedure was

carried out five times in succession; three lobes were assayed in this
manner. Each of the numbered aliquots from the lobes were pooled,
and the fluid analysed. Dwell times were < 20 s per aliquot. The vol-
ume of ELF in the lavage samples was determined by the urea

method (14).
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ELISA. SLPI, al -antitrypsin (a l AT) and albumin levels were
quantified with specific double antibody sandwich ELISA. All assays
were done in duplicate. In the SLPI ELISA (15), recombinant SLPI
(rSLPI) identical to the naturally occurring SLPI, served as standard.
The rSLPI was produced by Escherchia coli under the direction of a
synthetic SLPI cDNA (16, 17). The cells expressing rSLPI were resus-
pended and passed through a pressure homogenizer and the lysate cen-
trifuged and applied to an ion exchanger. Fractions containing rSLPI
were subjected to a refolding process (18) and further purified by ion
exchange and hydrophobic interaction chromatography. The purity of
the rSLPI was > 99%as established by SDS/polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis and HPLC. The rSLPI standard was quantified spectrophoto-
metrically based on an extinction coefficient of 0.8 (0.1% solution,
wavelength 275 nm). The al-antitrypsin (alAT) ELISA was carried
out using a pure normal human plasma a 1 AT standard (19, 20). For
the albumin ELISA, the standard was a commercial human serum
albumin preparation (Calbiochem-Behring Corp., San Diego, CA).

Evaluation of the form and function of SLPI. Evaluation of the
ability of SLPI in lung to inhibit NE is complicated by the presence of
large amounts of a I AT in ELF. With available methods and antibod-
ies, positive selection affinity purification of SLPI, in a manner analo-
gous to methods we have used to purify alAT (20) from lavage fluid
was not feasible. However, several alternative strategies were successful
in evaluating the form and function of SLPI in respiratory ELF.

First, capitalizing on the knowledge that SLPI inhibits NEbut not
porcine pancreatic elastase (PPE) (10), the ability of lavage fluid to
inhibit both NE and PPE was evaluated and the difference in lavage
fluid [(anti-NE)-(anti-PPE)] capacity was compared with the amount
of SLPI as determined by ELISA. Since the [(anti-NE)-(anti-PPE)] dif-
ference eliminates the contribution of alAT to the inhibition of NE,
the ratio of [(anti-NE)-(anti-PPE)] to the amount of SLPI present re-
flects the functional activity of SLPI. To accomplish this, the ability of
lavage fluid to inhibit NE was assessed (in triplicate) by titrating in-
creasing amounts of the fluid against a fixed amount of a standard
human NE (Elastin Products, Pacific, MO) with known activity deter-
mined as previously described (20). The remaining NEactivity in the
samples was determined using the NEspecific substrate methoxy-suc-
cinyl-alanyl-alanyl-prolyl-valyl-nitroanilide (Sigma Chemical Co., St.
Louis, MO) assessed spectrophotometrically at 410 nm. The anti-PPE
capacity of the lavage samples was determined in the same fashion as
the anti-NE capacity (see above). The PPEstandard for this assay (Cal-
biochem-Behring Corp.) was titrated in a fashion similar to that of NE,
using the substrate succinyl-alanyl-alanyl-alanyl-nitroanilide (Calbio-
chem-Behring Corp.) (21).

Second, capitalizing on the ability to remove aIAT from lavage
fluid by affinity chromatography (20), the anti-NE capacity, anti-PPE
capacity, SLPI level, and a 1 AT level was evaluated in normal lavage
fluid before and after anti-a lAT affinity chromatography. To insure
comparability between samples before and after chromatography, the
samples were also evaluated for albumin, a natural constituent of la-
vage fluid that is not removed by anti-a lAT affinity chromatography
(20). After chromatographic removal of alAT, the ratio of the anti-NE
capacity to the amount of SLPI reflects the proportion of the SLPI that
is functional as an inhibitor of NE.

Third, to insure that the method of obtaining SLPI from the respira-
tory epithelial surface (i.e., lavage) did not influence the amount and
function of SLPI, rSLPI was aerosolized to sheep (a procedure known
not to modify the molecule) (20, 22), the sheep lavaged to recover the
SLPI, and the fluid evaluated for the amount and function of rSLPI.
This was done using two approaches. To verify that no SLPI was lost
during the recovery process by lavage, a known amount of rSLPI was
aerosolized to sheep (n = 4, 33±1 kg) simultaneously with recombinant
aIAT (ralAT; molar ratio of rSLPI to ralAT that was aerosolized
= 3.75) and the rSLPI and ralAT levels were assessed in bronchoal-
veolar lavage I h later using the SLPI ELISA and the a I AT ELISA as
previously described (23). To evaluate if the function of SLPI was inac-
tivated by the lavage procedure, rSLPI (50 mg) was aerosolized to sheep
(n = 6, 34±3 kg). The concentration of rSLPI in lavage fluid 1 h post-

aerosol was compared with the increase of the anti-NE capacity in the
lavage fluid, i.e., a 1: 1 increase would signify no loss in rSLPI by the
recovery process.

Fourth, to investigate if part of the SLPI in normal bronchoalveolar
livage fluid was complexed by NE, size exclusion high performance
liquid chromatography was performed. Normal bronchoalveolar la-
vage fluid was concentrated 50-fold by positive pressure filtration
(YM5 membrane; Amicon Corp., Danvers, MA) and sized by HPLC
(System Gold; Beckman Instruments Inc., Berkeley, CA) with a silica
based molecular sieve (TSK 2000; Beckman Instruments, Inc.). The
column fractions were collected and analyzed for SLPI using the spe-
cific ELISA. As standard, rSLPI was incubated with NE(30 min, 250C;
molar ratio rSLPI/NE 2:1), chromatographed as above, and the frac-
tions analyzed for SLPI.

Finally, to evaluate the possibility that some SLPI in normal ELF
was oxidized and thus rendered nonfunctional as an inhibitor of NE,
the form of SLPI in lavage fluid was evaluated by SDS/polyacrylamide
gels and Western analysis using an anti-SLPI antibody and compared
with SLPI known to be oxidized. For comparison, several forms of
oxidized SLPI were evaluated, including: (a) rSLPI that had been incu-
bated with N-chlorosuccinimide (Sigma Chemical Co.) in a molar ratio
of 400:1 (oxidant equivalents to SLPI) for 30 min, 250C; to insure that
the rSLPI exposed to N-chlorosuccinimide in vitro was rendered non-
functional as an inhibitor of NE, the remaining anti-NE activity was
evaluated as described above; (b) rSLPI oxidized in this fashion and
then exposed to NE(molar ratio SLPI to NE 1 :1, 30 min, 250C); and (c)
lavage fluid of individuals with cystic fibrosis, a condition known to be
associated with a very high burden of neutrophils (24), and hence oxi-
dants and NEon the respiratory surface, i.e., a naturally occurring "in
vivo" exposure of SLPI to oxidants and NE. The lavage samples were
desalted (PD-I 0 columns; Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology, Piscataway,
NJ), 1yophilized, and reconstituted in H20. The solutions were pre-
pared for electrophoresis by addition of SDS, heated (1000C; 5 min),
and applied to a 12.5% polyacrylamide gel in the presence of SDS.
Immunoblot electrophoretic transfer of proteins onto nitrocellulose
was carried out by a variation of the method of Towbin et al. (25) using
a rabbit anti-SLPI antibody and an alkaline phosphatase conjugated
anti-rabbit IgG antibody (Promega Biotec., Madison, WI). To insure
that the SLPI in lavage fluid of the cystic fibrosis patients had been
rendered nonfunctional in vivo, the a 1 AT in the lavage fluid was re-
moved by anti-a I AT affinity chromatography as described above, and
the samples analyzed for the amount of SLPI (by ELISA) and anti-NE
capacity (as described above).

Results

Amounts of SLPI in normal lavagefluid. Evaluation of normal
lavage fluid demonstrated SLPI levels average 1 1.0±1.2 nM,
with some variation among different individuals (6.6 to 16.6
nM) (Fig. 1 A). The a I AT levels varied over a somewhat larger
range (1 1.9 to 39.6 nM; average 24.1±3.2 nM). In the study
group overall, the ratio of SLPI to a lAT was 0.56±0.10, but
the range of SLPI and a 1 AT levels caused the SLPI to a lAT
ratio to vary from 0.17 to 1.17 (Fig. 1 B). Assuming that SLPI
and a lAT in lavage fluid are equally active against NE, these
observations imply that, on the average, SLPI contributes ap-
proximately one-third of the total anti-NE protection of the
epithelial surface of the respiratory tract.

Function of SLPI in lavagefluid. One approach to estimat-
ing the contribution of SLPI to the normal anti-NE capacity in
lavage fluid is to capitalize on the knowledge that SLPI can
inhibit NE, but not PPE, while a lAT inhibits both. In this
regard, using purified rSLPI, NE is inhibited in a dose-depen-
dent manner while the same amounts of rSLPI have no effect
on PPE activity (Fig. 2 A). In contrast, a IAT inhibits NEand
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PPEequally in a dose-dependent fashion (Fig. 2 B). In quanti-
tative terms, rSLPI was 96±1% active against NEand 0%active
against PPE, while a lAT was 98±1% active against NE and
100±2% active against PPE. This differential inhibitory activ-
ity by SLPI and a l ATwas used to characterize the antiprotease
activity in lavage fluid of normal individuals, a valid approach
since SLPI and a 1 ATare the two major antiproteases in respira-
tory ELF, and because a lAT in normal individuals is > 95%
active (10, 27-30). The average anti-NE capacity of lavage fluid
was 27.9±3.1 nM, while the average anti-PPE capacity was
25.3±3.2 nM, i.e., the average anti-PPE capacity is very close to
the anti-NE capacity (Fig. 3 A). Subtracting the anti-PPE capac-
ity of lavage fluid of each patient from the anti-NE capacity of
lavage fluid of the same individual, it is apparent that, on the
average, there is only 2.6±0.8 nMcapacity in lavage fluid that
can be attributed to a molecule that is capable of inhibiting NE
but not inhibiting PPE. In the context that the average SLPI
level in the same samples was much higher (1 1.1 ± 1.4 nM), and
with the knowledge that SLPI is the only known molecule in
respiratory ELF with the capacity to inhibit NEbut not PPE, it
appears the ratio of "functional" SLPI to total SLPI varies, but
is always < 0.45, and with an average of 0.22±0.04, i.e., the
majority of SLPI does not appear to be functional (Fig. 3 B).

As another approach to evaluating the function of SLPI in
ELF, a 1 AT was removed from lavage fluid by affinity chroma-
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Figure 2. Inhibition of NEand PPE by SLPI compared with aIAT.
Increasing concentrations of rSLPI or plasma a 1 AT were incubated
with constant concentrations of NE or PPE and the remaining
protease activity quantified. Each data point represents the average
of triplicate determinations. (A) Anti-NE activity and anti-PPE
activity of rSLPI. (B) Anti-NE activity and anti-PPE activity ofa IAT.
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Figure 3. Estimation of the anti-NE capacity of lavage fluid directly
attributable to SLPI by comparison of the relative anti-NE capacity
to the anti-PPE capacity of lavage fluid. (A) Comparison of the
concentration of SLPI and the anti-NE capacity and anti-PPE
capacity in respiratory epithelial lining fluid of normal individuals.
Shown is anti-NE capacity, anti-PPE capacity, the amount of anti-NE
capacity after anti-PPE capacity has been subtracted ("anti-NE
- anti-PPE"), and concentration of SLPI in lavage fluid. All data is
presented in nMamounts. (B) The molar anti-NE capacity of SLPI
to the molar concentration of SLPI in lavage fluid. To estimate the
anti-NE capacity in lavage fluid specifically attributable to SLPI, the
anti-PPE capacity in lavage fluid was subtracted from the anti-NE
capacity. Since a I-antitrypsin inhibits both, but SLPI only NE, the
"anti-NE-anti-PPE" capacity estimates the SLPI specific anti-NE
capacity (see text). Each data point represents duplicate
determinations for a different individual.

tography. Control experiments with solutions of known con-
centrations of rSLPI and albumin in 0.9% NaCI showed that
the column procedure did not affect the activity of rSLPI. Be-
fore removal, the average SLPI level was 12.6±3.4 nM/jAM
albumin, while the average a lAT level was 24.4±1.6 nM/,M
albumin (Fig. 4 A). As before, the anti-NE capacity (28.0±1.3
nM/jiM albumin) was slightly higher than the anti-PPE capac-
ity (24.5±1.2 nM/;iM albumin). After removal of a lAT, the
SLPI level remained the same (14.0±3.4 nM/iM albumin, P
> 0. 1 compared with before affinity chromatography) (Fig. 4
B). As expected, no a I AT was detectable. Consistent with the
concept that a I AT contributes almost all of the anti-NE capac-
ity of lavage fluid and that SLPI does not inhibit PPE, when the
a 1 AT was removed, the anti-NE capacity was reduced to
5.8±2.3 nM/;iM albumin and the anti-PPE capacity was not
detectable. Importantly, evaluation of the fluid after removal
of a lAT revealed that the anti-NE capacity compared to the
SLPI level indicated, as before, that the SLPI was only partially
functional (post-a lAT removal ratio of anti-NE capacity to
level of SLPI 0.38±0.06, a value similar to that obtained by
indirect analysis).

Aerosolization of rSLPI to sheep. If the SLPI ELISA and the
a IAT ELISA measure the SLPI and a IAT levels in bronchoal-
veolar lavage fluid correctly and if the lavage procedure does
not destroy the SLPI, deposition of equal concentrations of
human rSLPI and human ra lAT in the lung should result in
comparable concentrations as assessed by the ELISA. To evalu-
ate this, equal amounts of rSLPI and ra I AT (50 mgeach) were

aerosolized to sheep and the rSLPI and ra IAT levels in bron-
choalveolar lavage fluid quantified 1 h after the aerosol by
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after removal of a IAT. The alAT was removed by affinity
chromatography and the fall through was analyzed. Each data point
represents a different individual evaluated in duplicate.

ELISA. The molar ratio between rSLPI and ra l AT in the aero-
solized solution was 3.75 (molecular mass rSLPI 12 kD, ra lAT
45 kD). The molar ratio of the levels of rSLPI and ra lAT in
lavage fluid after the aerosol was nearly identical (3.55±0.31; P
> 0.5) (Fig. 5 A). To assess whether SLPI was inactivated by the
lavage procedure, rSLPI (50 mg) was administered to sheep by
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Figure 5. Demonstration that fully functional SLPI can be recovered
from the epithelial surface of the lung by bronchoalveolar lavage. As
a control for the recovery methods used, rSLPI was aerosolized to
sheep alone or in combination with ralAT. (A) rSLPI and ralAT
were aerosolized simultaneously and the rSLPI and ra AT levels in
lavage fluid quantified. The molar ratio between the concentration
of rSLPI and ralAT in the aerosolized solution was 3.75. Shown is
the ratio in lavage fluid after the aerosol ("post-aerosol"). (B) rSLPI
was aerosolized alone to sheep and the concentration of rSLPI in
lavage fluid after the aerosol compared with the increase in the anti-
NEcapacity of the fluid. The starting material was 96± 1 %functional;
if all recovered rSLPI was as functional as the starting material, all
data would be on the diagonal line. For both panels, each data point
represents one animal with values evaluated in duplicate.

aerosol. 1 h later, ELF was recovered by lavage and the rSLPI
level was quantified. To determine if the amount of rSLPI pres-
ent corresponded to the increase in anti-NE capacity of the
fluid, the anti-NE capacity 1 h after aerosolization was com-
pared with the anti-NE capacity of the fluid before aerosoliza-
tion (i.e., the anti-NE capacity due to the rSLPI after the endog-
enous anti-NE capacity was subtracted). This analysis demon-
strated a direct correlation between the concentration of rSLPI
in removed ELF and the increase in the anti-NE capacity (r
= 0.89; Fig. 5 B). Thus the SLPI ELISA and the alAT ELISA
can accurately quantify the respective molecules in lavage fluid
and the anti-NE activity of SLPI is not compromised by the
lavage procedure.

Evaluation of SLPI in normal lavagefluid by size exclusion
chromatography. One hypothesis to explain the observed dys-
function of SLPI in normal lavage fluid is that the majority of
the SLPI has complexed with another molecule such as NE, its
natural target. To evaluate this, normal lavage fluid was evalu-
ated by size exclusion HPLCin physiologic conditions. How-
ever, the SLPI in lavage fluid chromatographed in a position
identical to uncomplexed SLPI (12 kD), with no SLPI detect-
able at a higher molecular mass (such as 41 kD, as would be
expected from a SLPI-NE complex) (Fig. 6). Thus, it appears
that SLPI on the epithelial surface of the normal respiratory
tract is not complexed to NE.

Evaluation of the effect of oxidation on SLPI. To evaluate
the concept that SLPI on the normal epithelial surface might be
inactivated by oxidants in vivo and thus be unable to interact
with NEshould it be exposed to it, analytic methods were devel-
oped that could detect oxidized SLPI exposed to NE (Figs. 7,
8). In this regard, exposure of rSLPI to increasing amounts of
oxidant rendered it unable to inhibit NE(Fig. 7 A). Evaluation
of the form of rSLPI demonstrated that while initially intact
(Fig. 8, lane 1), and remaining intact when exposed to NE
alone (lane 2), or oxidants alone (lane 3), the combination of
oxidants + NEcauses fragmentation of the rSLPI (lane 4). A
possible in vivo correlate of this experiment is cystic fibrosis, a
condition where SLPI on the epithelial surface is likely exposed

-i

Figure 6. Form of SLPI
in normal respiratory
epithelial lining fluid as
evaluated by size
exclusion HPLCof
normal bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid.

rage fluid Chromatographed
samples were analyzed
using an enzyme linked
immunoassay. (A)
Standard of rSLPI that
had been incubated with
NE. The positions of
rSLPI alone and the
complex of rSLPI and
NEare indicated. (B)
Bronchoalveolar lavage

5 10 15 20 fluid of a normal
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an in vivo model for inactivation of SLPI, lavage fluid of cystic
fibrosis patients was evaluated for the presence of SLPI and anti-NE
capacity after aIAT was removed from the lavage fluid by affinity
chromatography. The SLPI level and the anti-NE capacity were
quantified in the fall through compared with albumin.

to a heavy burden of both oxidants and NE (24). As expected,
evaluation of the amount of SLPI in lavage fluid in cystic fibro-
sis revealed SLPI was present, but completely inactive as an
inhibitor of NE (Fig. 7 B). Consistent with this concept, West-
ern analysis demonstrated the SLPI in cystic fibrosis lavage
fluid was fragmented (Fig. 8, lane 6). In contrast, however,
parallel analysis of lavage fluid from normals demonstrated the
SLPI was intact. Thus, while it is possible that the interaction of
SLPI observed in normals results from in vivo oxidation, based
upon the evaluation of SLPI from cystic fibrosis individuals,
current evidence argues that it is not in vivo oxidation + expo-
sure to NE.

Concentration of SLPI in upper versus lower respiratory
tract epithelial lining fluid. To evaluate the anatomic distribu-
tion of SLPI in ELF of the normal respiratory tract, normals
were lavaged sequentially, the recovered aliquots collected sepa-
rately and the concentrations of SLPI assessed in each sample.
As expected, the concentrations of SLPI in the first sequential
sample representing upper airways ELF were significantly
higher (8.7±0.8 ,uM) than in the last sequential sample repre-
senting lower respiratory tract ELF (0.6±0.1 gM, P < 0.00 1)
(Fig. 9 A). Comparing the concentrations of SLPI with the con-
centrations of a 1 AT in each sequential sample, it was apparent
that SLPI dominated in upper respiratory tract ELF, while
a I AT dominated in lower respiratory tract ELF (molar ratio of
SLPI to a lAT in aliquot No. 1: 1.9±0.4 versus aliquot No. 5:
0.3±0. 1; P < 0.005) (panel B).
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with cystic fibrosis. The molecular mass (kD) of the major bands is
indicated.
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Figure 9. Amounts of SLPI in upper versus lower respiratory tract
ELF. Normals (each indicated by a different symbol) were lavaged
sequentially and the SLPI and a 1 AT concentrations were measured
in each of the aliquots. (A) Levels of SLPI in ELF. (B) Ratio of the
molar concentration of SLPI in ELF to the molar concentration of
aIAT.

Discussion

It has been recognized for some time that secretory leukopro-
tease inhibitor is present in cells lining the tracheobronchial
tree (7-9) and in the epithelial lining fluid lining the respiratory
tract (10-13). In the context that SLPI is an excellent inhibitor
of neutrophil elastase, these observations have led to the con-
clusion that SLPI plays a role in the defense of the respiratory
epithelial surface (31, 32). This study presents the surprising
observation that - 67% of this respiratory surface SLPI is un-
able to inhibit its natural substrate, neutrophil elastase. While
the mechanisms responsible for this are unknown, the SLPI in
respiratory ELF is intact, and not complexed to other mole-
cules, such as neutrophil elastase. These observations support
the concept that SLPI plays, at most, a minor role in protecting
the lower respiratory tract from NE. However, despite the fact
that only a small proportion of the SLPI is functional, sequen-
tial lavage studies demonstrated that the concentration in up-
per airways ELF is sufficiently high so that it is possible that
SLPI does play a role in providing some anti-NE defense for the
epithelial surface of the trachea and the bronchial tree.

Evaluation of SLPI. Together, a number of factors strongly
argue that the observation that two-thirds of the SLPI recov-
ered from the respiratory epithelium is nonfunctional is a true
reflection of the state of SLPI in respiratory ELF in normal
humans in vivo.

First, to avoid possible artifacts introduced by local disease
processes and/or cigarette smoke, we included only healthy,
nonsmoking volunteers in the study group. In such individuals,
using similar methods to evaluate a I AT, > 95%of the a I AT in
lavage fluid is fully functional, capable of inhibiting NE.

Second, the measurements concerning levels and function
were done in unconcentrated lavage samples, thus obviating
artifacts such as oxidation during concentration by pressure
filtration.

Third, the use of recombinant DNAmethods to produce
and purify a functional rSLPI molecule identical to naturally
occurring SLPI provided a "gold standard" to compare to SLPI
produced in vivo in normal individuals and in fluids recovered
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from the respiratory epithelial surface. Whereas the rSLPI stan-
dard was 96%active against neutrophil elastase, approximately
two-thirds of the SLPI recovered from the normal human lung
was unable to inhibit neutrophil elastase. Further, to make the
assays comparable, the standards for the NEand PPEactivity
were titrated against the same pure a lAT standard (20). The
accuracy of the assays for the determination of the anti-NE and
the anti-PPE capacity was confirmed by the fact that the a 1 AT
standard inhibited NE and PPE on a mole per mole basis,
whereas the rSLPI standard did so with NE, but was unable to
inhibit PPE.

Fourth, aerosolization of rSLPI (alone, or in combination
with ra I AT) to sheep demonstrated that functional rSLPI de-
posited on the epithelial surface of the lung could be recovered
by lavage in amounts and function identical to that which was
deposited, i.e., the impotence of SLPI observed in lavage fluid
from normal individuals is not an artifact of the methods used
for its recovery.

Finally, in the context that 95%of a I AT in respiratory ELF
is functional, but only one-third of the SLPI is functional, even
though the molar ratio of SLPI to a I AT present in lavage fluid
recovered from the respiratory surface is 0.56, the estimated
molar ratio of functional SLPI to functional a 1 AT is only 0. 16.
This value is close to the estimates of the total non-al AT con-
tribution to the total anti-NE capacity of lavage fluid in the
circumstance of the Null-Null phenotype of a 1 AT deficiency,
i.e., a circumstance where there is no a 1 AT produced because
ofa mutation in the a I ATgene, and thus a 1 ATcannot contrib-
ute to the anti-NE capacity of the fluid recovered from the
lung (33).

Possible mechanisms causing inactivation of SLPI in vivo.
Although the data in this study demonstrates that the majority
of the SLPI in respiratory ELF of normals is inactive, it is not
clear why this occurs. From the available data, it is reasonable
to conclude that the SLPI is intact, is not complexed to NE(or
other molecules), and has not been exposed to oxidants and NE
in vivo, as is the case in cystic fibrosis.

Consistent with the anatomical distribution of SLPI pro-
ducing cells in respiratory epithelium, there is a concentration
gradient for SLPI from the upper to the lower respiratory tract
(11-13). Since SLPI is susceptible to oxidation, it is conceiv-
able that SLPI on the epithelial surface is oxidized in vivo by
oxidants, for instance, from inflammatory cells present on the
epithelial surface or inhaled oxidants in ambient air. If this is
the case, it would have to be put in the context that a lAT in
normal respiratory epithelial fluid is not oxidized (10, 27-30).
With available methods, it is not possible to recover sufficient
SLPI and a I AT from upper airway ELF to determine if inacti-
vated SLPI in lavage fluid is derived primarily from SLPI in
upper airway ELF, i.e., there could be a gradient down the
tracheobronchial tree, such that SLPI in upper airway ELF is
completely inactivated due to a higher burden of oxidants in
this location compared with SLPI in the lower respiratory tract
that is relatively more functional. Consistent with this concept,
there is a higher concentration of neutrophils per microliter of
upper respiratory tract ELF than in lower respiratory tract ELF
(34). In the context that incubation of SLPI with stimulated
human polymorphonuclear leukocytes results in a rapid loss of
anti-NE activity via oxidative mechanisms (35), it is conceiv-
able that neutrophils normally present in the upper airways are
responsible for the inactivation of SLPI in vivo. Further, it is
likely that upper airway SLPI is exposed to a higher concentra-

tion of inhaled oxidants in ambient air, a concept consistent
with studies showing the activity of SLPI against trypsin was
markedly reduced in tracheal aspirates from smokers com-
pared with that of nonsmokers (36).

Relevance of SLPI to the anti-neutrophil defenses of the
lung. Despite the fact the most of the SLPI recovered from the
normal respiratory surface is inactive, this does not mean it
does not play a role in defending the lung against NE. It is
conceivable that SLPI plays a first line role, particularly in the
upper airways where the concentrations of SLPI are highest
(10-13). Although there is no evidence demonstrating a selec-
tive advantage for SLPI or aMAT in the inactivation of NE
when both molecules are present, it is likely that within tissues
SLPI and a lAT compartmentalize differently. In this regard,
SLPI has a much lower molecular mass (12 kD compared with
52 kD for a I AT), and a much higher isoelectric point (p1) (10,
compared with 4.7 for a 1 AT). The SLPI pI is close to that of
NE, suggesting the SLPI might compartmentalize in a similar
fashion to its natural substrate.

Even if the role of SLPI in defending the respiratory surface
is less than the numbers of SLPI molecules may suggest, this
does not mean that SLPI might not be useful therapeutically in
helping to augment the anti-NE defenses of the lung. In this
regard, when SLPI is deposited in respiratory ELF, it remains
functional at least in the short term (37). In the context that
SLPI and a IAT are approximately equal as inhibitors of NE,
SLPI is one alternative to augment anti-NE defenses in heredi-
tary and/or acquired disorders of the lung where the lung is
vulnerable to attack by NE.
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